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This playbook...
 Delivering better outcomes more sustainably 
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This playbook is a primer for product management. It
touches on the basic principles and techniques of product 
management and was written as a starter- for- ten for those 
new to product management,   Shu- level  practitioners  - if 
you like, or experienced practitioners who need inspiration.

It describes the value of product management and gives 
hands- on advice on how to 'do' product management in 
practice.

It is intended as starting point, that, to be successful, the 
practitioner will tailor to context, extend horizontally and 
vertically across the organisation, and ultimately evolve 
beyond Shu to Ha or even Ri level.

It is very much focused on the day to day delivery of features 
from product manager perspective and excludes detailed 
considerations on organisational strategy, value stream 
funding, user experience design, research and analytics. It 
also does not go into the details of work- in- progress 
management, nor does it specifically outline programme- level 
dependency management.

While all of these are required for successful product 
management, the information in this playbook should 
provide a reasonable, achievable and solid starting point for 
most teams.



Technology / 
Capabilities

Constraints

Competitors

Product management is
an organisational function dealing with new product development, business justification, planning, 
verification, forecasting, pricing, product launch, and marketing of a product at all stages of the product 
lifecycle.

Product management - as opposed to project management - is continuous,  full lifecycle, long- 
term, outcome focused and cuts across all parts of the organisation from strategy, marketing, to 
exam planning, design, technology and operations and customer support.

Long- lived, cross- functional, empowered product teams enable value delivery at pace and  at controlled 
risk, with a high degree of vertical and horizontal alignment.

Customers

Organisation

Environment

Product management connects and aligns
this ensures we can make decisions in context 
and delivery solutions that 'work' across the 
value chain. 

Expectations

Needs

Capabilities

Goals

Capabilities

Constraimts

Department
s

Disciplines

Initiatives

Practices

Viability Feasibility

Desirability

Champion the user
(user centricity)

Focus on value

Cross- departmental 
alignment

Align stakeholders

Own product strategy

Validate the solution

Consider constraints

Champion sustainable 
delivery

Cross- discipline alignment

Cross- initiative (portfolio) 
alignment

Internal users External users

Hypothesis driven 
development

Continuous validation

Holistic prioritation

Continuous validation

Alignment with strategy & 
goals

Solution design choices
(buy / build / etc)

Early value delivery at pace

Domain and market analysis

Product- market- fit

Optimised value delivery
(increased effectiveness)

Reduced riskPace

Optimised value delivery by focus 
on continuous longer- term 
product evolution (rather than 
product) and aligning product 
strategy with overall 
organisational goals and 
strategies.

Choices are made to satisfy 
external and internal users 
based on holistic prioritisation 
and are guided and evaluated 
through tight feedback loops.

Funding is aligned with  
outcomes (rather than output) 
and can be re- directed within this 
constraint as required.

Reduced waste
(increased efficiency)

Reduction of waste and 
inefficiencies by aligning 
activities vertically (with 
organisational goals) and 
horizontally (all stakeholders 
and concerns across the value 
chain, discipline best practices, 
principles and strategies).

Alignment across 
departmental and initiative 
boundaries (buy vs build, 
synergies), and stakeholders 
(prioritised requirements, needs 
of all stakeholders across the 
value chain).

Waste is also reduced through 
lean analysis, design and deliver 
approach whereby teams make 
decisions JIT.

Empowered, cross- functional 
teams also reduce waste by 
minimising hand- off points and 
siloed knowledge.

Financial risk is reduced by 
reducing scope and timeframe 
for change, adoption a scientific 
hypothesis driven approach with 
short feedback loops and 
ongoing evolution. This also 
reduces cost of change.

Delivery risk is reduced by 
adopting an agile approach that 
allows to move towards a 
strategic north star, while being 
able to adapt and pivot as 
required.

Dependencies and operational 
risk are reduced by thinking 
holistically, aligning across, and 
including stakeholders along the 
value chain.

Increased speed to market 
through continuous delivery and 
learning.

Cross- functional teams that 'own' 
a product, and can make related 
decisions under direction from a 
product manager and in 
consultation with stakeholders, 
allows faster solution design, 
delivery and ultimately reacting 
to change and demand.

Competitive 
pressure

Demanding 
customers

Uncertainty and 
change (at high 

pace)
Need to scale

Increased 
complexity of 
solution and 

context

Legacy

which helps organisations to be more...

Efficient / LeanValue focused In control of risk AlignedFlexible / AgileEvidence based
Strategy driven / 

Goal oriented

The value of product management lies in
its continuous nature as focal point for alignment, goal setting and decision making
its ongoing ownership across the full product lifecycle
its holistic focus on all users, stakeholders and concerns across the value chain
its evolutionary approach to delivery valuable outcomes

For the business this translates into the following benefits:

Product Management expands the project 
to product perspective:

'One' chance to get 
it right

Evolution

Focuses on 
deliverables

Focus on outcomes
Continuous / 

ongoing ownerhsip

Holistic context

Time bound 
involvement

Constrained 
conext

this means 

Focus on what is 
valuable to 

organisation and 
customer

The ability to learn 
and adapt

Consideration of 
the full lifecycle

Breaking down of 
silos and 

boundaries

Alignment with 
strategy

Alignment  across 
departments, 

disciplines and 
initiatives

Integrity

Provide 
sustainable long- 

term value

Consistency

Informed decision 
making

so they can address common strategic pressures

Specifically, product management ensures 
(and balances) the tension between:

Efficient 'choices'

Product management is not that different from service management, except, that its focus is on a single 
product, whereas a service can easily span multiple products. HOWEVER, successful product management 
must consider the full customer and organisational lifecycle of a product, including all directly related 
service aspects. This means recognising all external and internal users, not just the end customer.

Product management
 Why you should adopt product management 
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Operation/Use

Approval
?

Coding / Deployment Testing / Validation

Clarification

Software engineers / DevOps

Product / BA / UX / SMEs

QA

PO

Demo

Stakeholders

Feedback / Insights / 
Learnings

Product / UX / SMEs /
Stakeholders

Releaseyes

Back to Analysis / Coding

Ready
?

Meets DoD
Meets DoR

Kick Off

Product / BA / UX / Software Engineer / QA

PO

Research
Story Writing + 

Refinement

Solutionising / UX 
Design

BA / PO
UX / QA / Software 
Engineering / SMEs

UX / Software Engineering
PO / QA / SMEs

UX / Researcher
SME / Audience

Idea / Requirement / 
Need

Product
with input from 
Business / SME / 

Team

Users

Triage / Prioritisation

Business / 
Product

Solution Design Implement

Sprint
(please note that testing, design and implementation activities may happen during each sprint, but are time- shifted by 1 or more 
sprints. i.e. testing, exploration of a Story in Sprint-2, analysis and refinement in Sprint -1.

Also note that when switching to Kanban mode the stages still apply, but only at individual story, rather than story batch level.

Please note that the value stream management 
process has been massively simplified to (only) 

express the process for low maturity organisations.

Operation / Use

Software engineers / DevOps / QA

UsersBusiness
/ Ops

N
o

yes

No
insights

Other, over- arching, in- 
frequent, organisation 

or project wide testing / 
certification activities 

may go on outside of the 
sprint cycle

Note that delivery to production is not 
necessarily the same as release to end 
users. There may be cases where we 
want to bundle features or hold off 
release (regulatory concerns, etc)

Strategy

Organisational goals 
and outcomes

Value streams Define Roadmap

Business Business
Business / 

Product

Requirements Management

Idea / Requirement / 
Need

UsersBusiness

Agile delivery cycle
 From opportunity or problem to feature

4

The Agile delivery cycle outlines the top level process from 
definition of organisational goals and value streams to 
eliciting needs, wishes and requirements, turning them into 
solution designs, the actual, solution and ultimately making 
them available to users.

While the diagram ‘looks’ linear, it is important to note that 
the various ‘stages’ frequently overlap and go on in parallel, 
and that there are constant feedback loops across and within 
stages to allow iterative evolution.
The diagram indicates the collaborative nature of key roles 
(not necessarily individuals) involved in the various stages.

The diagram is an indicative, logical view to illustrate key 
concepts at a very basic level, and should not be taken as 
implementation prescription but rather a loose template that 
is used as starting point and adapted to context.



Principles
 What good looks like 
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Good product management instills the following principles

Focus on value
to customers, internal users, the business at large

Champion all users
external, but also internal, so that products and 
services are great to use, maintain, support and evolve

Build incrementally
to allow for fast feedback loops and reduce cognitive 
load

Do, measure, learn
based on solid hypothesis, execute against 
experiments, and feed outcomes back into the cycle

Deliver sustainably
Maintain consistent and sustainable pace. Plan in 
different horizons at appropriate levels of detail.

Prioritise hard
Make choices in the interest of desirable outcomes, 
early value delivery and long- term sustainability.

Foster alignment
vertically between strategy and delivery, horizontally 
between departments, disciplines and initiatives.

Think holistically
Consider total cost of ownership, all touchpoints the 
product has across the value chain, the full customer 
lifecycle when making decisions.

Work lean
Minimise upfront effort and waste, conduct actions 
JustInTime, build quality in from the outset.

Be agile
Deliver against what you know now, add on, enhance, 
adapt as circumstances change and insights come to 
light. Constantly optimise ways of working.

Base decisions on solid principles
Formulate solid criteria in- line with goals to make 
decision against, sick with them, but update as 
circumstances changee

Collaborate
break down silos, bring external disciplines into the 
team, and do so frequently and early

Think service
Expand perspective from time- bound project, to 
supported product to overall service provision.

Shorten the cadence
to learn faster, pivot earlier, delivery value earlier and 
reduce risk

De- risk
Identify risks and complexity, address these areas early 
and in- detail.

Provide guidance and empower
Provide clear directions of what comes next, what is 
important, centralise long- term broad- context, 
decentralise short term, narrow scope decisions.
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People
 Who we work with 
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A product team owns the product end to end.

Mature product teams are self- sustaining, 
empowered, cross- functional units who can 
deliver and support a product with minimal 
outside intervention.

They deliver towards organisational goals, 
within organisational strategy, and in close 
alignment with users, subject matter experts 
and stakeholders.

UX / BA / PO / Researcher

Users
(internal / 
external)

Leadership

Software engineers / DevOps

Product 
Management

Business
(Sales, Marketing, 

Ops)

QA

SMEs

Delivery Lead
 / Scrum Master

Team

Community of 
practice / Guild

Roles, not 
people!
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own
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provide requirements

use

have needs
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Hypothesis driven delivery
 Doing the right thing 
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Hypothesis driven design is based on the idea 
that everything we do, build a new app, add a 
feature, make a content change is ultimately 
based on a hypothesis: i.e. we  assume that it 
can be done (successfully) and will make a 
(desirable) change.

This change, we need to validate via an 
experiment.

Theoretically, everything we do is an 
experiment.

Four feedback cycles

Do, measure, learn: Throughout the delivery 
lifecycle we follow a number of test and 
validation steps, to put more certainty around 
our hypotheses: some more one- off, some 
more continuous.

Adapt your testing approach to risk and 
uncertainty related to a hypothesis: certain 
hypotheses may not need no or limited testing, 
be it because they are low risk or because we 
know our business: so be pragmatic: you know 
'things' but be mindful of bias and unknown 
unknowns.

While up- front testing is great to reduce design 
and build risk, we will only get true validation 
once a product is in the hands of users and 
being used in the wild.

So let analytics and business insights be 
your ultimate judge, and build the required 
measurement capabilities in from day one.

Idea
+ Hypotheses

Design (Prototype)
+ Experiment(s)

Product
+ Experiments / 

Metrics

1

2

4

Continous observation and testing:
- web analytics / insight generation 
- red- door, AB, MV testing

lead to feature (3) or hypothesis (4) 
confirmation / updates.

3

Periodic user testing and ad hoc design 
exploration lead to design (1) or 
hypothesis confirmation / revision (2).



We continuously define upcoming 
'expectations' with ever greater certainty and 
granularity as they near delivery.

This means we end up with 'rolling' roadmaps 
and backlogs, that, within our cadence, we 
continuously adapt to match latest insights and 
changes in context.

Strategic cadence
What to do when

- 8

Following the organisational planning cycles, value streams, 
related outcomes, goals and strategy are defined.

The value streams are associated with products which have 
their respective roadmap and deliver against organisational 
goals. Product strategy is aligned with organisational strategy and 

articulated as

3-5 year outcome level roadmap focusing on goals and 
outcomes
3-12 month storymap focusing on features, epics and 
stories

Granularity is greater as we near 'now' and decreases into 
thee future, as uncertainty increases.

These are reviewed and updated annually, quarterly, monthly 
respectively, or as circumstances demand.

Features deemed exploration worthy are UX designed and 
tested in Sprint -2.

They are articulated as detailed stories (and related required 
artefacts) at the latest in Sprint -1.

Stories are developed in the 'current' sprint, and are released 
on demand.

For simplicity we assume a 2- weekly Sprint cadence (which seems 
most beneficial to new teams).

3-5 year 
product 

roadmapping

3-12 months 
horizon 

planning

 Organisational strategy 

 Product strategy 

Value Streams  3-5 Year 
Organisational Goals 

& Roadmap Product roadmap
(outcomes)

Storymap
(Features, 

Epics, Sories)

Sprint -2
explore & test

Sprint -1
analysis & 

design

Current sprint
delivery

Potential features / 
experiments

Designed features , 
refined stories ready 

to play

Releasable 
product

Value stream 
definition

Goal setting

 Product delivery 

Stories in play



A product roadmap is a strategic plan that 
defines goals and desired outcomes over time, 
and indicates the major stages or features 
required to achieve them

It serves as a planning and communication 
tool.

Product roadmaps should span the upcoming 
3-6, at lower certainty 12, and even lower 
granularity 18 month.

Roadmapping
 How to build a roadmap
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Goals and outcomes are best defined in OKR 
format or as an expression of what a user will 
be able to do in the 'grande scheme of things', 
while features and capabilities are best defined 
in terms of what 'jobs to be done' or 'user 
needs' they satisfy or what capability they 
provide.

Note that a roadmap could also be drawn up in 
the form of a feature- or story- map where themes 
or steps in a customer journey are mapped 
horizontally, and time is mapped vertically.

Instruction on roadmapping and 
feature/storymapping and can be found in he 
freely available Tools Playbook.

Goal, outcome Goal, outcome Goal, outcome

Feature / Capability

Feature / Capability

Feature / Capability

Theme

Theme

Time

Feature / Capability

Feature / Capability

Theme

Feature / Capability

Feature / Capability

http://www.beautifulabstraction.com/#toolsplaybook


Requirements arise from a number of 
sources, generally speaking as

Managing requirements
 Handling requests 

and can be a result of formal strategising, 
research, test, validation and feedback or 
actual system use, or, of course be ideas, 
hunches, or gut- feel. Either as as part of  
blue- skies thinking, design exploration, or 
the result of monitoring the use of an 
existing product.

Dependent on source and certainty they 
need to pass the following process with 
more or less rigour:

Do
Focus on problems, needs and outcomes, 
don't jump to solutions
Triage ruthlessly
Consider all available solution options, be 
they hi- fi or lo- fi
Validate diligently

1
Does it make sense?
Is this in line with goals, stratgy, 
principles?
i.e.
Is this a good idea?

2

Validation of desirability, feasibility and 
viability
i.e. user testing, technical spikes, 
commercial analysis
i.e.
Can this be done and should we do it? 

Triage

Validation

3

Identify as stories 
for analysis in 

backlog

4

Validated ideas are broken down into 
stories that can be analysed and 
delivered against.

Idea, Wish, 
Need,...

Solution
ising

How can we address the need?
What are our options?

0

Technically this can be any random idea 
that passes a product manager's table.
In practice they fall into he following 
buckets:

which all need to be appropriately 
recognised.

Feature enhancements

New feature

Technology need

Bugs

10

User needs
which users have indicated or we have deduced

Business needs
as a result from strategy or changes in context 
or environment



Storymap and Backlog
 Planning well 
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While the product roadmap defines top level goals and capabilities to deliver against those goals for the 
mid to long term, we require an articulation of the next 3-12 month, and certainly the current and 
upcoming sprint at much lower level of granularity. This is where storymap and product backlog come in.

Do
Define clear, outcome- focused goals
Prioritise hard
Sequence story delivery, so that you can 
learn fast and evolve
Work  JIT, i.e. analyse, refine and deliver as 
and when required
Work lean, focus on what is important
Periodically iterate over booth artefacts. 
Update storymaps once per release, the 
backlog once per sprint (at least)
Collaborate cross- discipline when 
prioritising

A storymap is a visualisation of stories (or 
features) required to delivery certain 
capabilities within the context of a user 
journey, over a number of iterations or 
releases.

A storymap is a prioritisation and analysis tool. 
It focuses on user needs / jobs to be done in 
the context of an end to end user journey. It 
ensures that we take a holistic view when 
designing and prioritising and gives 
stakeholders a simple overview of what to 
expect.

Don’t
Don't gold- plate in early stages but start 
simple, build on top
Don't specify in detail too early, do define 
features, epics and stories at the minimum 
level of details and granularity required at 
this point in time
Don't add noise or 'pollution' by adding 
stories that we might do in the future

Further reading:   Storymapping, here Tools Playbook or here Backlog management.

A Backlog is a prioritised list of stories ready to 
be worked on in prioritised order.

A backlog is a workflow management tool. It 
focuses on what needs to be done next.

Story Stroy

Step

Iteration2
Goal...

Iteration 1
Goal...

Story

Stroy

Current Sprint
(in development)

Upcoming Sprint
(in design / analysis 
/ refinement)

Sprint -2
(exploration)

Backlog
('Reminders' for 
the future)
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https://thedigitalbusinessanalyst.co.uk/storymapping-3a3f0d67d681
http://www.beautifulabstraction.com/#toolsplaybook
https://thedigitalbusinessanalyst.co.uk/better-backlog-59493549084e


Well written stories make delivery more 
efficient and effective by enabling

and structuring incremental delivery
lean way communication
value centric delivery

Writing User Stories

Do
Iterate: start high level, work with UX / Dev 
/ QA to refine
Attempt to write all stories at a similar size
Split stories in a meaningful way. Normally 
that means end to end. Avoid a split of 
Frontend and Backend stories
Add as little detail as possible but as much 
as is needed from your team
break these rules if it makes working more 
efficient or circumstances require

Epics are stories too big to play; they express 
business intent.
Stories are a summary of what we want to 
achieve, initially to drive exploration, eventually 
to drive design.

 Analysing and communicating well 

Good stories
are focused on a user need (never a system function or implementation job)
are initially solution neutral (focused on outcome), but can become solution specific at 
implementation level
are linked to a measurable goal
are small (so that they can be developed in a reasonable amount of time)
are independent (so that they can be delivered without having to wait for other stories - even if we 
wouldn't release the story on its own)
are narrative complete (so that they allow a user to see the result of their action and are thus 
testable)
build on top of each other (rather than defining individual parts that require a final story 'to bring it 
all together'

Don’t
Do not write stories in sprint planning. 
Write them before. Only validate their 
readiness in Sprint planning
Do not use stories instead of 
communication
Do not turn stories into specs
Do not confuse technical tasks with user 
stories
compromise best practice principles

Further reading: What makes good user stories

12

https://thedigitalbusinessanalyst.co.uk/what-makes-good-user-stories-451c56b5756f


Story lifecycle
 Idea to feature 
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At the latest 1 per Sprint

Sprint planning

Team

(1) Assigned stories ready to play to 
dev team
(2) Assigned stories to UX / BA / tech 
for analysis / research for exploration 

Note: Consider separate planning 
meetings for exploration / analysis 
and actual development to reduce 
meeting time and cognitive load.

Items for 
exploration / 

design / testing are 
2 sprints ahead of 

development

Items for 
refinement and 

finalisation are 1 
sprint ahead of 

development

Items for 
development are 

for upcoming 
sprint

Kick off

Clarification

Validation

Approval / Flag 
for release

Dev/DevOps

Refine stories

Approval

Define solution approach

Validate

Choose / approve

Review

UX / PO / Tech

Researcher

PO

PO/BA
(UX/Tech/SMEs)

Team

PO

1x per Sprint / ad hoc
(mid sprint)

PO/BA/UX/Tech/QA 
working on story As story are taken into play 

PO/BA/UX/Tech/QA 
working on story

Scheduled or ad hoc

PO

PO/BA/UXQA

Smoke test
QA (PO)

Release

Ad hoc items

Review analytics
UX / PO / Researcher

Scheduled or ad hoc

At least once per sprint, ad 
hoc for mission critical 
aspects

Sp
ri

nt

Backlog refinment
Team

1x per Sprint / ad hoc

Retro
Team

1x per Sprint  - end of Sprint

Demo
Anyone

1x per Sprint - end of Sprint

1x per Sprint / ad hoc
(mid sprint)

Viable and feasible 
solution options

Confirmed desirable 
option

Option ready for 
refinement and detailed 
design

Detailed stories and 
related artefacts

Quality artefacts
Also team visibility, 
identified risks, gaps and 
dependncies

Implementation ready 
story and artefacts

Note that tech analysis 
and design can be done 
during implementation.

Knowledge transfer, 
highlighting of gaps

Knowledge transfer, 
highlighting of gaps

Identification of gaps, 
defects, required 
enhancements

Approve story for production, indicate which 
are ready for release to customer

Quality assured feature on production

Feature in 'hands' of users
Note that move to production and release 
can be the same thing.

Periodic / ad hoc

Move to production

Dev/DevOps

Scheduled or ad hoc

Feature on production environment

Support
Team

Ad hoc

Sprint planning prep

PO

Pre Sprint planning, best 
continously

The story lifecycle outlines how ideas are turned into features via a 
process of exploration, testing, analysis and development.

While the process may look daunting, only the items marked in yellow 
are formal meetings.

While cross- functional collaboration, and high visibility across the 
entire team are  important to assure good decision making, the roles 
are indicative and should be adapted as required.

Equally, timing, cadence and formality of activities is indicative and 
must be adapted to suit context.

Items form 3 months storymap and 
other relevant sources added to 
backlog.
Backlog reviewed, cleansed, prioritised 
 for sprint planning meeting.

3-12 months planning

Monthly

Provide visibility to team for next 
(rolling) 3-12 months goals and basis 
for subsequent sprint planning.

Identify any priority items or other 
gaps, dependencies and risks.

Team

Note: The input into follows from 
organisational goal setting and long- 
term roadmapping and other planning 
and exploratory activitis.

Note that items for any sprint will 
include actual build but also 
exploration, testing and refinement 
which are 'running' ahead.

Triage
Business and or technology 
assessment of incoming items.
Add to roadmap (long- term) / 
storymap (mid/short term) or backlog 
(related) as appropriate.

PO
(SMEs, stakeholders as required)

ad hoc, possibly periodic major review if required

Periodic over- 
arching 

ceremonies



The most successful teams we have worked 
with have adopted the following  'principles' 
and considerations and tailored them to their 
organisational context and level of maturity:

How to Get it Right
Focus on

14

3 Month rolling 

roadmap linked 

to 

organisational 

goals

Clean backlog

Solid cadence

Solution design 

running ahead Work lean

Focus on value, 
strong 

prioritisation, 
focus on 

consistency

Consider all stakeholders

Mould solution 
to the business 

and the business 
to the solution

Cross- discipline 
collaboration

Incept new 
workstreams

Further 
detail: 

Inception 
Playbook

Think full value 

chain / lif
ecycle

Delivery 
incrementally

Delivery 

independently 

valuable pieces

https://thedigitalbusinessanalyst.co.uk/what-makes-good-user-stories-451c56b5756f
https://thedigitalbusinessanalyst.co.uk/what-makes-good-user-stories-451c56b5756f
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This document was created by Burn Up Media Ltd. and is made available 
under a Creative Commons Attribution- Non- Commercial- ShareAlike 4.0 
International License, which means you can modify it and use it, but not 
for commercial purposes, and you must give credit and distribute under 
the same license. To view a copy of this license, visit 
https://creativecommons. org/licenses/by- nc- sa/4.0/

You are free to:
Share — copy and redistribute the material in any medium or format. 
Adapt — remix, transform, and build upon the material for any purpose, 
even commercially. The licensor cannot revoke these freedoms as long as 
you follow the license terms. 

Under the following terms:
Attribution — You must give appropriate credit, provide a link to the 
license, and indicate if changes were made. You may do so in any 
reasonable manner, but not in any way that suggests the licensor 
endorses you or your use. 

NonCommercial — You may not use the material for commercial 
purposes. 

ShareAlike — If you remix, transform, or build upon the material, you 
must distribute your contributions under the same license as the original. 

No additional restrictions — You may not apply legal terms or technological 
measures that legally restrict others from doing anything the license permits.

Please contact marcel.britsch@bautifulabstraction.com in case of queries. 

Notices: 
You do not have to comply with the license for elements of the material in the 
public domain or where your use is permitted by an applicable exception or 
limitation.
 No warranties are given. The license may not give you all of the permissions 
necessary for your intended use. For example, other rights such as publicity, 
privacy, or moral rights may limit how you use the material.
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